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Nestled along the enchanting Mid-North Coast's picturesque shoreline, this exquisite resort-style masterpiece, crafted by

a master builder and designed by an architect, is a true coastal gem that demands your attention. Situated within the

prestigious Seascape Estate, it offers access to scenic walking and bike trails and is just a short stroll to the alluring Red

Head and Diamond Beach.This property embodies the very essence of coastal living, boasting the following premium

features:* Four generously-proportioned bedrooms and three bathrooms (including two bedrooms with private

ensuites).* A penthouse-style master bedroom on the upper level, providing panoramic north-facing views of the beach

and ocean, extending all the way to Crowdy Head and beyond. Perfect for watching the whales and dolphins pass by. *

Impeccably designed, high-specification lighting throughout the home, including track lighting and lavish fixtures. Indirect

lighting and strategically placed, low-glare recessed fixtures are controlled via cutting-edge push-dim technology

switches, replicating the functionality of a sophisticated home automation system.* A sleek, galley-style kitchen with

40mm Caesar stone countertops, a butler's pantry, and top-tier appliances.* Gorgeous Blackbutt timber flooring in

conjunction with plush carpeting in the bedrooms.* Multiple living spaces, enhanced by high ceilings and spacious

hallways.* A capacious rumpus/games room.* Zoned, ducted air conditioning for ultimate climate control.* A

comprehensive integrated home security system.* A stunning pool, complemented by an expansive entertainment deck

and a stylish cantilever umbrella with north facing beach and ocean views.  * A serene courtyard, adjacent to the kitchen,

enveloped by vibrant pink lilly pillies and orange geraniums, perfect for a peaceful moment or a quiet coffee break.*

Self-sustaining vegetables gardens surrounded by beautiful fruit trees.* A generously sized double garage, solar panels,

and meticulously landscaped gardens on a substantial 778m2 block.* The home is fully-covered by Builder's Home

Warranty Insurance.This residence enjoys a privileged setting, surrounded by other high-calibre homes in the desirable

Red Head neighbourhood. Conveniently located near shops and essential amenities, with Forster and Taree just a scenic

20-minute drive away.For additional information and inquiries, please don't hesitate to reach out to Luke Crane at 0419

279 776.


